
AWARDS: Grand Prix, Bes� o� Tha�land, The Fire Starter
WINNER: Dutch�e � Love Your Gu� (Tha�land)
by Dutch M�ll Company Lim�ted, Og�lvy Tha�land, Prak�� Holdings Publ�c Company Lim�ted

BACKGROUND AND CONTEX�

Most Thai consumers, especially Gen Z, are conscious of their appearance. They are increasingly interested in
trendy supplements (e.g. whey protein, jelly ready-to-drink, collagen and vitamin water) that promise to
transform their beauty and are perceived to be more specialized and effective. With this growing trend, Dutchie
yogurt became less relevant to the Gen Z audiences, resulting in a 75% decrease in daily consumption
frequency from 2020. Therefore, the role of the communications campaign was to get Gen-Z to reappraise
Dutchie yogurt and convince them to eat it everyday.

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

Drive Brand Awareness: The primary aim was to increase the
visibility of the Dutchie yogurt brand among Gen Z consumers.
Re-appraisal: The campaign sought to encourage Gen Zs to
re-evaluate their perception of Dutchie yogurt. It aimed to change
or enhance their existing views of the product, making it more
appealing and relevant. Conversion: Ultimately, the goal was to
convert Gen Z viewers into consumers. The campaign aimed to
convince them to choose Dutchie yogurt as a daily dietary
option.

CREATIVE STRATEGY

Dutchie wanted to prioritize Gen Z’s understanding of their gut’s significance using the analogy of e-commerce
shipping to communicate this unfamiliar and informative topic.

Dutchie used a creative solution to make the unfamiliar familiar by using a metaphor. They compared the gut
process to something that Gen Z consumers can relate to: e-commerce delivery. The film starts off with mock
terror and hyperbolic humor, portraying images of Gen Z blindlessly consuming trendy supplements like whey
protein, collagen, and vitamin water. Then, it likens a poorly functioning gut to a careless delivery driver who is
mishandling packages (in this case, nutrients), similaring to an unhealthy gut that is not taken care of and only
functions as a pathway for nutrients to waste. This results in the body not absorbing the functional foods or
supplements properly. Here, the film introduces yogurt as a solution, highlighting its role in improving nutrient
absorption.The film drives home the message by emphasizing the importance of consuming yogurt daily. This
reinforces the idea that daily consumption is essential for reaping the benefits of improved nutrient absorption.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TaC2LxA5PE


“I love �ha� �h�s ��lm presents �he �unc��onal bene��ts o� yogur� in such a �resh way. We have been
sa�urated by �he message �ha� yogur� helps w��h bowel movemen�. However, �h�s ��lm �ook �� �o
�he gu� heal�h level. And �� emphasized �he key objec��ve �o increase da�ly consump��on”

– Oliver Kittipong Veerataecha, Group Chief Marketing Officer - Brand Innovation, dentsu Thailand

WHA� ROLE DID YOUTUBE P�AY?

The long-form video enabled the brand to land the message and the complete context with consumers. With clear
sets of target audiences in mind, TrueView Ads and Skippable ads were served to engaged consumers effectively.
This was followed by using Bumper Ads and cut-down videos targeting the consumers with health conscious
lifestyles, as well as harnessing health and entertainment influencers endorsement for relatable lingo and elevated
audience engagement.

OVERAL� EFFECTIVENESS

● Sales growth among Gen Z
● Gen Zs found the brand more relevant to them as indicated

by Brand for me score +18.5% compared to pre-campaign
● Reach 55% of online target, absolute 46% contributed

by YouTube
● Ad Recalls: 339,000 lifted users (+4.3% absolute lift)
● Brand Awareness: 256,000 lifted users (+3.2%

absolute lift)
● Consideration: 193,000 lifted users (+2.4% absolute

lift)

WHY DID THIS CAMPAIGN WIN?

The brand managed to subvert category conventions and
modernize yogurt through creative storytelling and humor,
resulting in a boost in brand awareness and conversion
among Gen Zs. The campaign used different formats,
placement and ad lengths to land a critical health message
without being preachy through the use of humor that the Thai
consumers tend to love. The use of the parcel delivery guy as
a before-after prop was clever use of relevant and relatable
contexts in an easy-going manner.

“Th�s campa�gn �s appealing and stands ou� among �ts
peers. The crea��ve success�ully �ul��lls �ts purpose and
brings sm�les �o our �aces.”
– Park Wannasiri, Chief Creative Officer, Wunderman
Thompson Thailand
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